Abstract-Peer-to-peer (P2P) live streaming systems have been increasingly popular and successful in today's Internet, which provide large collections of video channels to millions of users at low server costs. The large volumes of P2P streaming traffic are exceeding those incurred by BitTorrent-like file sharing applications, threatening huge traffic relay cost to the Internet service providers (ISPs). There have recently emerged proposals advocating localityaware P2P streaming protocol design, which aim to constrain streaming traffic within ISP boundaries and to alleviate traffic relay cost to the Internet Service Providers (ISPs). Nevertheless, there is a lack of in-depth understanding on the impact of such a locality-aware design on P2P streaming performance. Taking an analytical approach, we model the relation between streaming performance and traffic locality in P2P live streaming systems, in order to acquire useful insights for designing high-performance locality-aware realworld systems. We use end-to-end streaming delays as the performance metric for live streaming, and the number of copies of the live streams imported into an ISP to evaluate the volume of inter-ISP traffic. Considering multiple ISPs at different bandwidth levels, we characterize the generic relationship between the volume of inter-ISP traffic and the streaming performance; we then analyze the traffic volume when the best streaming performance is achieved and the streaming performance when minimum inter-ISP traffic is incurred. Our models and analyses provide intriguing insights on the design of effective locality-aware peer selection protocols and server deployment strategies across multiple ISPs. We also evaluate our models and theoretical results with large-scale simulations under realistic settings.
I. INTRODUCTION
Peer-to-peer (P2P) live streaming applications have thrived in today's Internet, (e.g., PPLive [1] , SopCast [2] , Zattoo [3]), bringing thousands of live channels to millions of users at low server cost. As compared to P2P file sharing, the mutual exchanges of streams among peers may incur persistent and more intense inter-ISP traffic at all times, due to the delivery of live content in real time. Therefore, P2P streaming traffic has increasingly become a major source incurring traffic relay cost to the ISPs [4] , risking ISPs' packet filtering and rate throttling in the near future [5] .
To prevent the fate of traffic filtering, a number of locality-aware P2P streaming designs have been proposed, which connect peers to nearby neighbors in the same AS or ISP, in order to reduce inter-ISP traffic [6] , [7] , [8] . P4P [6] advocates collaboration between P2P applications and ISPs, where ISPs provide necessary network information for a P2P streaming application to make localized peer selection decisions. Picconi et al. [7] propose a two-tier mesh overlay structure, where a highly clustered primary overlay is constructed for local stream propagation and the secondary inter-cluster links are used when necessary for global stream propagation, to minimize inter-ISP traffic. The recent work of Magharei et al. [8] bears some similarity, where an inter-ISP scheduling algorithm over an ISP-level overlay ensures that each ISP receives all substreams of a video, and an intra-ISP scheduling scheme further delivers all substreams to all internal peers. Though locality-aware protocol designs are present, an in-depth understanding on the relationship between traffic localization and P2P streaming performance is still lacking: Will streaming performance be affected when inter-ISP traffic is cut? If so, what is the quantitative relationship between inter-ISP traffic volume and P2P streaming performance? The answers to these questions are critical for P2P streaming protocol design to achieve optimal operations on traffic localization and streaming QoS provisioning, which we seek to address with extensive theoretical analysis in this paper.
A number of work have indeed been done on theoretical analysis of P2P live streaming applications [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] . Kumar et al. [9] and Liu [10] have studied the maximum sustainable streaming rate and the minimum delay bound of mesh-pull based P2P streaming protocols. Liu et al. [11] and Chen et al. [13] investigate the performance bounds for minimum server load, maximum streaming rate, and minimum tree depth under different peer selection constraints for treepush based streaming protocols. Different chunk selection strategies are analyzed by Zhou et al. [14] on their impact on startup latency and streaming continuity in mesh-pull based streaming systems. Bonald et al. [16] compare several tree-push based streaming protocols in terms of the optimality of achieved streaming rates and delays. However, none of the above work has considered localityaware streaming protocols.
In this paper, we analytically explore the relationship between streaming performance and inter-ISP traffic in mesh-based P2P live streaming systems, in order to derive useful insights for designing high-performance locality-aware P2P streaming systems. We use end-toend streaming delays as the performance metric for live streaming, and quantify the amount of inter-ISP traffic with the number of copies of the live streams imported into each ISP. Considering multiple ISPs at different bandwidth levels, we characterize the generic relationship between the volume of inter-ISP traffic and the streaming performance, as well as analyze the traffic volume when the best streaming performance is achieved and the streaming performance when minimum inter-ISP traffic is incurred. Our models and analyses provide useful insights on the design of effective locality-aware peer selection protocols and server deployment strategies across multiple ISPs, which achieve desired goals on inter-ISP traffic minimization or streaming performance optimization. We also evaluate the effectiveness of our models with largescale empirical studies under realistic settings.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We present our P2P streaming system model in Sec. II and characterize the relationship between traffic localization and streaming performance in Sec. III. We perform empirical study in Sec. IV, further discuss related work in Sec. V, and conclude the paper in Sec. VI.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a locality-aware mesh-based P2P live streaming system, where each peer retrieves the live stream of a video channel by exchanging available chunks of the stream with its neighbors. 1 There is one tracker server, which has full information of online peers and assigns neighbors to each peer. A live stream consists of consecutive chunks of the live video, and each chunk corresponds to one unit time of playback. The streaming rate of the live stream is , equaling its playback bitrate. There are a total number of peers distributed in ISPs in the system, with peers in ISP . Let denote the average upload bandwidth of peers in ISP , = 1, . . . , , given as multiples of the streaming rate , i.e., is the average peer upload capacity in bps. The total bandwidth of the streaming server (referred to as server capacity hereinafter) deployed in the system is , given as multiples of the streaming rate as well. Let be the server capacity deployed in ISP , with ≥ 0, = 1, . . . , , and ∑
=1
= . We make the following assumptions on the streaming system: The upload bandwidth at peers constitutes the bandwidth bottleneck, while the download bandwidth of each peer is not. Peers in ISP ( = 1, . . . , ) have an upload bandwidth level around the average , 2 and the average peer upload bandwidth among the ISPs satisfy
A peer in ISP has active neighbors, and the larger peer upload capacity is in an ISP, the more neighbors each peer in the ISP can have. Specifically, we assume the average link delay on intra-ISP links in all the ISPs is the same ℎ = −1 ( = 1, . . . , ). Let , denote the delay on inter-ISP 1 We focus on one video channel in our analysis and our analytical results can be readily extended to a system with multiple channels, since each peer typically only participates in one live streaming channel. 2 We note that this is a reasonable simplification of real-world ISPs, as an ISP typically provides the same type of access network. links from ISP to ISP , with , ≥ ℎ . Servers deployed in ISP directly serve at most peers at any given time, i.e., a peer that directly streams from a server can download at the rate of . All servers distributed in different ISPs have the entire live stream, and they pump out the same chunk at the same time to peers directly connected to them.
Let , denote the number of copies of live streams that peers in ISP retrieve from ISP . For better characterization of the inter-ISP traffic, we consider there are , virtual agents, each downloading a copy of the live stream from ISP and forwarding the chunks in the stream to peers in ISP . We note that the agents are imaginary, modeled to characterize the number of live streams disseminated across ISP boundaries, and the chunks of a live stream are indeed downloaded by (possibly) different peers in ISP from ISP . An illustration of the agent model is given in Fig. 1 . With this agent model, we introduce the simplification that an integer number of streams are downloaded from one ISP to another, while the derived insights can be readily applied to the general case with fractional streams.
The amount of inter-ISP traffic from ISP to ISP ( ∕ = ) is , . In a real-world streaming system, whether a packet incurs intra-or inter-ISP traffic can be judged based on the source IP address carried in the packet. There are existing tools to tell the ISP belonging of IP addresses, e.g., ASFinder in the CoralReef suite [17] .
In live streaming systems, peers need to play chunks of the live stream at similar paces. When a new chunk is pumped out from the server, it should be distributed to all peers as soon as possible. This deadline driven dissemination is different from the rarest first strategy in file sharing systems. Given the time sensitivity of live streaming, we evaluate the streaming performance in the system as the end-to-end chunk dissemination delay, i.e., the time slipped from when the server pumps out a chunk to the time when all peers have received this chunk.
We summarize important notations in Table I for ease 
The minimum end-to-end delay for all peers to receive the chunk is:
Proof: For mesh-based P2P streaming system, Liu [10] has shown that minimum end-to-end delay is achieved when each chunk is disseminated using a snow-ball approach, which can be applied to our case as follows: In the first hop, the server sends the chunk to peers; in the following hop ℎ (ℎ > 1), each of the peers who have received the chunk during the previous ℎ − 1 hops further distributes the chunk to − 1 neighbors (excluding the one she has received the chunk from), who do not own the chunk yet (while the server continues distributing new chunks to peers during this process). According to this approach, the total number of peers that the chunk reaches after the 1st hop is , that after
The total number after ℎ hops can be derived as ℎ−1 . Considering the total number of peers is N, we derive the total number of peers that have received the chunk after ℎ hops (ℎ ≥ 1), counting from the time the server pumps out the chunk, is
The minimum number of dissemination hops for all peers to receive the chunk, H, can be derived by letting −1 ≥ . Therefore,
Based on our assumptions that each chunk corresponds to 1 unit playback time and that any peer directly downloading from the server gets a streaming rate of , we know that the first hop of the chunk dissemination from the server takes 1 unit time. Each other hop of the chunk dissemination from a peer to another takes
We can then calculate the minimum delay for all peers to receive the chunk as
⊓ ⊔ We now analyze the relationship between the volume of inter-ISP traffic and the minimum end-to-end delay in a multi-ISP P2P streaming system. We first use a two-ISP case to illustrate the idea of our model, and then present our model for the general multi-ISP case.
A. Two-ISP Case: An Illustration of Modeling Methodology
For ease of illustration, we assume server capacity is only deployed in ISP 1, and thus there is only inter-ISP traffic from ISP 1 to ISP 2. We also simplify notations: Let denote the number of virtual agents who download live streams from ISP 1 to ISP 2, with corresponding inter-ISP traffic . The delay of links between the two ISPs is . Suppose agent (1 ≤ ≤ ) downloads a chunk (any chunk in the live stream) at hop ℎ ( ) (counting from the time the server pumps out the chunk) from a peer in ISP 1, who has received the chunk previously. and we
We next calculate the minimum end-to-end chunk dissemination delay in each ISP. The maximum between the two is the minimum chunk dissemination delay in the entire system. ISP 1. Let 1 be the minimum number of dissemination hops for all peers in ISP 1 to receive a chunk. To achieve minimum end-to-end dissemination delay in ISP 1, the snow-ball algorithm discussed in Lemma 1 can be applied, which distributes a chunk to 
In the case that agents each retrieve one copy of the chunk at hop ℎ (1) , . . . , ℎ ( ) , respectively, the number of peers in ISP 1 that can receive the chunk in 1 hops becomes
. Therefore, the minimum number of hops for all peers in ISP 1 to receive the chunk in this case, 1 , can be derived by letting
Again, the first hop of chunk dissemination from the server takes 1 time unit, and each other hop in ISP 1 takes
time units. The minimum end-to-end delay for all peers to receive the chunk in ISP 1 is
Comparing (2) with (1), we see that the effective server capacity used to serve peers in ISP 1 is indeed
When virtual agent retrieves a chunk from ISP 1 at hop ℎ ( ) , indeed a peer in ISP 2 obtains the chunk from ISP 1 at time 1 + ℎ ⋅ (ℎ ( ) − 2) + after the server pumps out the chunk (1 time unit for the server pumping out the chunk, ℎ ⋅ (ℎ ( ) − 2) time units for the chunk dissemination in ISP 1, time units for the chunk traversing the inter-ISP link), where is the delay of inter-ISP links. We next model the upload bandwidth that peers in ISP 1 use to serve peers in ISP 2 as effective server capacity deployed in ISP 2, in order to analyze the endto-end chunk dissemination delay in ISP 2 using a similar methodology as applied previously:
Let˜denote the effective server capacity introduced by agent . We can assume there is an imaginary server deployed in ISP 2, with the capacity of ∑ =1˜. The chunk disseminated from the server in ISP 1 to a peer in ISP 2 using a time 1 + ℎ ⋅ (ℎ ( ) − 2) + , can be equivalently considered as distributed from an imaginary server in ISP 2 to the peer after traveling 1+(ℎ
hops. This number of hops is calculated as follows: The first hop from the imaginary server takes 1 time unit, each other hop from one peer to another peer in ISP 2
, time units, and the time
With imaginary server capacity˜, after
= 1 peer receives the chunk. We can thus derive the effective server capacity introduced by agent as˜=
Therefore, the total effective server capacity in ISP 2, introduced by agents, is
Suppose the imaginary server in ISP 2 pumps up the chunk at the same time as the server in ISP 1 does. The end-to-end dissemination delay in ISP 2, the duration from the time the server in ISP 1 pumps out the chunk to the time all peers in ISP 2 have received the chunk, can be calculated using a similar methodology as used before: let 2 be the maximum number of dissemination hops in ISP 2 from its imaginary server to all peers. 2 ⋅ 2−1 2 peers in ISP 2 can have the chunk after 2 hops. Letting
⌉.
Recall that the first hop of the chunk dissemination from the server takes 1 unit time and each other hop in ISP 2 takes ℎ = −1 2 time units. The minimum endto-end delay for all peers in ISP 2 to receive the chunk is
Therefore, the minimum chunk dissemination delay in the entire system can be derived as follows, while there are agents that incur inter-ISP traffic :
B. Multiple-ISP Case: Characterization and Analysis
We next model inter-ISP traffic and streaming performance with multiple ISPs in the system. Specifically, given the numbers of agents across ISPs (which correspond to volumes of inter-ISP traffic), we analyze the minimum end-to-end dissemination delay in each ISP, and then calculate the maximum among all as the minimum chunk dissemination delay in the entire system.
ISP . Let U denote the effective server capacity in ISP ( = 1, . . . , ), which is the sum of actual deployed capacity and server capacity brought by agents pulling chunks into the ISP, minus the capacity branching off by agents pulling chunks out of the ISP. Let be the number of hops needed for all peers in ISP to receive any chunk in the live stream, counting from the time the server pumps out the chunk. Based on the snow ball approach in Lemma 1, we know the maximum number of peers that can receive the chunk in hops is U ⋅ −1 . Letting U ⋅ −1 ≥ where is the number of peers in ISP , we derive
Since the delay of each hop in ISP is ℎ except the first hop from servers which takes 1 time unit, the minimum end-to-end dissemination delay in ISP (counting from the time the server pumps out the chunk) is
Let ℎ , denote the hop at which agent pulls a chunk from ISP to ISP . Equivalently, it means that a peer in ISP obtains the chunk at time 1+ ℎ ⋅(ℎ , −2)+ , after the server pumps out the chunk (recall that we assume all servers in all ISPs pump out the same chunk at the same time). Similar to our analysis on ISP 2 in the two-ISP case, the chunk disseminated from the server in ISP to a peer in ISP using 1+ ℎ ⋅(ℎ , −2)+ , time slots, can be equivalently considered as distributed from an imaginary server in ISP to the peer after traveling 1+(ℎ , −2)+ 
which is a generalization of the analytical result for ISP 1 in the two-ISP case. Let H , denote the set of hops at which , agents pull chunks into ISP from ISP ( ∕ = ). Let H , denote the set of hops at which , agents pull chunks out of ISP to ISP ( ∕ = ). The overall effective server capacity in ISP is
With the above analysis, the minimum end-to-end dissemination delay in the entire system is given in the following theorem. 
from ISP ( ∕ = ). The minimum end-to-end delay for all peers in the system to receive a chunk is
= max{ 1 , 2 , ..., },(6)= 1 + ℎ ⋅ ⌈ U ⌉, 1 ≤ ≤ , (7) U = + ∑ =1, ∕ = [ ∑ ℎ∈H , (2−ℎ− , ℎ )(8)− ∑ ℎ∈H , (1−ℎ) ], 1 ≤ ≤ ,
where U is the effective server capacity to serve peers in ISP .The amount of inter-ISP traffic incurred is
, and the percentage over the total amount of P2P streaming traffic is
Theorem 1 gives the generic relationship between the volume of inter-ISP traffic and the end-to-end chunk dissemination delay in multi-ISP systems. We discuss the implications of Theorem 1 with two corollaries.
Corollary 1. Given server capacity deployment
1 , 2 , . . . , ,
the amount of inter-ISP traffic needed when minimum end-to-end delay is achieved in the system, can be derived by solving the following optimization problem, where
, 's, ℎ , 's, are optimization variables: min Subject to: Constraints (6) − (8).
We can use sequential quadratic programming (SQP) to solve this non-linearly constrained optimization problem. SQP is the most successful method for solving non-linear optimization problems [18] (with convergence properties extensively studied), which has been implemented in many packages including MATLAB. , decreases, we know the effective server capacity U in ISP must have been increased, according to Eqn. (7). Meanwhile, there must exist another ISP , whose effective server capacity U decreases, and thus its end-to-end delay increases. Therefore, the minimum end-to-end delay in the entire system occurs when = 1 = 2 = . . . = , which is equivalent to
Corollary 2. If we require that no inter-ISP traffic should be incurred, the minimum end-to-end dissemination delay in the entire system is achieved when the deployment of overall server capacity among the ISPs satisfies
e., when the inter-ISP traffic is completely blocked, the minimum delay in the system occurs when the server capacity deployment in the ISPs satisfies the equations in Corollary 2.
We further discuss implications of our model based on the theorem and corollaries. From Eqn. (8), we derive the overall effective server capacity in the system as
Such a total effective server capacity U may not be equal to the overall deployed server capacity . We illustrate this point by comparing the effective server capacity brought into ISP ,˜, = 
may not be equal to 0, and its sign is decided by upload bandwidths of peers in ISPs and (as reflected by and ), as well as latencies on inter-ISP links and intra-ISP links (i.e., , and ℎ ). We divide our discussions into two cases.
Case 1: Equal peer upload capacity in all ISPs
, and therefore U ≤ . This gives us the following intriguing insights:
(i) When all peers have the same upload capacity, any cross-ISP chunk download will lead to decrease of the total effective server capacity, and thus increase of end-to-end chunk dissemination delay in the entire system. Therefore, the best streaming performance occurs when peers stream within their ISP boundaries (i.e., minimum end-to-end dissemination delay and minimum inter-ISP traffic of zero occur concurrently), when server capacity deployment satisfies the condition in Corollary 2.
With 1 = . . . = , the optimal server capacity distribution in Corollary 2 becomes = , ∀ . It shows that no matter how peer population is distributed in different ISPs, as long as the server capacity is deployed proportionally to the number of peers in each ISP, the minimum end-to-end chunk dissemination delay, = 1+ ℎ ⋅ ⌈ ⌉, and the minimum inter-ISP traffic, 0, occur concurrently. , is close to ℎ , and then we can derive˜, −¯,
This shows us the following:
(ii) To achieve minimum end-to-end dissemination delay in the entire system, peers in ISPs with smaller upload bandwidth should try to download from ISPs with larger bandwidth if the inter-ISP link delay is small, such that the total effective server capacity can be increased. In this case, the larger the inter-ISP traffic is, the smaller the end-to-end dissemination delay in the system becomes. (iii) When the inter-ISP link latency is large, even if peers in an ISP with small peer upload bandwidth stream from another ISP with larger peer bandwidth,
, ℎ could still be smaller than 1, and the total effective server capacity decreases. In this situation, cross-ISP download should be discouraged, in order to achieve smaller chunk dissemination delay as well as lower inter-ISP traffic. (iv) Server capacities are better deployed more into ISPs with large peer upload capacities and small inter-ISP link delays to other ISPs, rather than in ISPs otherwise, in order to achieve the smallest end-toend dissemination delay in the entire system. If an ISP has a high inter-ISP latency with other ISPs, it is beneficial to deploy some server capacity in the ISP. (v) Deploying more server capacity in ISPs with more peers decreases the volume of inter-ISP traffic, while it may simultaneously increase the end-to-end dissemination delay, when peer upload bandwidths in those ISPs are not high.
IV. EMPIRICAL STUDIES
We next investigate the relationship among volumes of inter-ISP traffic, streaming performance, and server capacity deployment, as captured by our models, using large-scale empirical studies under realistic settings. A discrete-event simulator is implemented, which can simulate tens of thousands of peers and multiple ISPs, as well as streaming servers deployed in different ISPs and a tracker server in the system which maintains information of chunk availability at the peers. In our default settings, we simulate = 10, 000 peers in the entire system, which are evenly distributed in 4 ISPs. The average peer upload capacities are 1.4 in ISP 1, 1.2 in ISP 2, 1.2 in ISP 3, and 1 in ISP 4, respectively. The 4 ISPs are all connected by peering links, so cross-ISP traffic may exist between any two ISPs. A total amount of = 100 server capacity is deployed in the system, which is the sum of upload capacities at streaming servers in all ISPs. The tracker server provides a list of 50 candidate peers to each peer as neighbors. The active neighbors to whom a peer uploads chunks to are selected from the candidate peers, with a number of 7, 6, 6, and 5 for peers in the four ISPs, respectively. The delay on each intra-ISP link is 5 time units. All inter-ISP link delays are the same.
In order to control the numbers of copies of each chunk retrieved across ISP boundaries (i.e., the amount of inter-ISP traffic), agents are simulated in our simulator (though they do not indeed exist in a practical system), each of which downloads chunks from one ISP and forwards them to another ISP. For example, agent , forwards copies of streaming chunks from ISP to ISP : when we wish to simulate the retrieval of , copies of a chunk from ISP to ISP , agent , pulls , copies of the chunk from peers in ISP at time units 1+ ℎ( ℎ , − 2), 1 ≤ ≤ , , respectively, and for each copy, it forwards it to a peer in ISP that needs the chunk after a delay of , − ℎ time units (in order to simulate the effect of inter-ISP link delay). The tracker server logs the chunk availability in each peer. Thus, the tracker server can record the time units needed for all peers to obtain a chunk after the server pumps out it, which is the chunk dissemination delay.
A. End-to-End Chunk Dissemination Delay vs. Inter-ISP Traffic
We first fix the deployment of server capacity in the four ISPs, and study the relation between percentage of inter-ISP traffic (over the total amount of streaming traffic) and end-to-end chunk dissemination delay in Fig. 2 . Different amounts of inter-ISP traffic are simulated by controlling the number of copies of chunks retrieved across ISP boundaries. Three cases of inter-ISP latency are investigated, where represents the ratio of inter-ISP link delay over intra-ISP link delay: (1) low inter-ISP link delay with = 1, (2) medium inter-ISP link latency with = 2, and (3) high inter-ISP link latency with = 5.
We observe that when all server capacity is deployed in ISP 1 with the largest peer upload bandwidth (the case in Fig. 2(a) ), the larger the inter-ISP traffic is, the lower the end-to-end dissemination delay is, which validates insight (ii) in the previous section. The largest percentage of inter-ISP traffic is 75%, since each of the four ISPs has the same number of peers.
When server capacity is deployed in all ISPs (the case in Fig. 2(b) ), the development of chunk dissemination delay with the increase of inter-ISP traffic is in general not monotonic; there exists an optimal volume of inter-ISP traffic with which the minimum dissemination delay is achieved. In addition, we observe that the larger the inter-ISP link delay is, the more inter-ISP traffic is required to achieve the best streaming performance.
B. Impact of Server Capacity Deployment
We next study how server capacity deployment affects the minimum end-to-end dissemination delay in the system and the required inter-ISP traffic to achieve this delay (which can be derived by solving the optimization problem in Corollary 1). In this set of experiments, different amounts of server capacity are deployed in four ISPs as follows: we vary 1 (server capacity in ISP 1) from 0 to 100, and meanwhile vary 2 + 3 (the total amount deployed in ISPs 2 and 3) between 0 and 100 as well; giving 1 and 2 + 3 , 4 will be fixed, as the total server capacity in the entire system is 100. Low inter-ISP link delays with = 1 are used. Fig. 3 (a) shows that when more server capacity is deployed in ISPs with lager peer upload bandwidths, the end-to-end delay in the system is smaller: the end-to-end delay is the lowest when all server capacity is deployed in ISP 1; when all capacity is deployed in ISP 2 and ISP 3, the delay is lower than that in the case when all is deployed in ISP 4. This is also what insight (iv) implies.
On the other hand, Fig. 3 (b) shows that when all server capacity is deployed in ISP 1, the volume of inter-ISP traffic is the largest. When all server capacity is deployed in ISP 2 and ISP 3, the volume of inter-ISP traffic is smaller but is larger than that in the case when all is deployed in ISP 4. This can also be concluded from insight (ii).
C. Impact of Peer Population Distribution
We further examine the minimum end-to-end chunk dissemination delay and the inter-ISP traffic required to achieve it, in four cases with different server capacity and peer population distributions: (1) ( 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 ) = (7000, 1000, 1000, 1000), ( 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 ) = (100, 0, 0, 0); (2) ( 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 ) = (1000, 4000, 4000, 1000), ( 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 ) = (0, 50, 50, 0); (3) ( 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 ) = (1000, 1000, 1000, 7000), ( 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 ) = (0, 0, 0, 100); (4) ( 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 ) = (2500, 2500, 2500, 2500), ( 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 ) = (25, 25, 25, 25).
From Fig. 4 (a) , we observe that when the inter-ISP link latency is low ( = 1 or = 2), the streaming performance in Case 1 (where server capacity is all deployed in ISP 1 with the largest peer capacity and most peers) is the best, which verifies insight (iv) in the previous section. When the inter-ISP link latency is large ( = 5), uniform server capacity deployment among all ISPs with even peer population distribution (Case 4) achieves the best streaming performance. This provides us another insight: to achieve minimum dissemination delay when inter-ISP link latencies are large, servers should be deployed in more ISPs with an amount relative to the peer populations.
In addition, Fig. 4 (b) further reveals that when most server capacity is deployed in ISPs with the majority of peer population and whose peer average upload bandwidth is not the highest in the system (Case 2 and Case 3), the volume of inter-ISP traffic is small. This verifies insight (v) in the previous section.
D. Impact of Different Inter-ISP Link Latencies
In our previous studies, the latencies on all inter-ISP links are the same. We next investigate how different inter-ISP link delays influence the server capacity deployment, inter-ISP traffic, and chunk dissemination delay in the system. In these set of experiments, the inter-ISP link delay is = 5 between ISP 2 and each of the other ISPs, and is = 2 between any two of ISP 1, ISP 3, and ISP 4. Server capacities are deployed in ISPs 1 and 2, but not in the other two. All other settings are the same as in previous experiments. Fig. 5 (a) shows that the minimum dissemination delay is achieved when a small amount of server capacity is deployed in ISP 2. As the server capacity in ISP 2 increases, the system performance becomes worse. These observations are consistent with insight (iv). Fig. 5 (b) shows that the minimum inter-ISP traffic is achieved when server capacity is evenly distributed in ISP 2 and ISP 3, considering that both ISPs have the same peer upload bandwidths and peer population. When the percentages of server capacity in ISP 2 and ISP 3 become unbalanced, the inter-ISP traffic is larger. The decrease of inter-ISP traffic when most server capacity is delayed in ISP 2 can be explained by the large link delay between ISP 2 and each of the other ISPs, which discourages inter- ISP chunk retrieval.
V. RELATED WORK
A number of work have been conducted on theoretical analysis of P2P live streaming systems, in order to derive useful insights for performance improvement. Liu et al. [11] derive performance bounds of the streaming system, including minimum server load, maximum streaming rate, and minimum tree depth under different peer selection constraints, and also construct tree-based streaming systems to validate these bounds. Chen et al. [13] explore the streaming capacity of a streaming system with node degree bound. They propose a Bubble Algorithm for a system with bound on node out-degrees and a Cluster-tree Algorithm for systems with logarithmic bound on node's total degree. Liu [10] analyzes the chunk dissemination delay bound in P2P live streaming systems, based on a snow-ball algorithm. In Kumar et al.'s work [9] , peers' upload bandwidth constraints are considered, and a stochastic fluid model is applied to calculate the maximum streaming rate that a churnless system can sustain and the probability of universal streaming at the streaming rate in a system with churns. Bonald et al. [16] treat chunk dissemination in a P2P live streaming system as a diffusion process, and analyze peer/chunk selection algorithms as diffusion schemes. They derive the diffusion rate and delay of chunks based on various diffusion schemes, and prove the qualitative result that the random peer/latest useful chunk selection algorithm can achieve the best diffusion at an optimal rate within an optimal delay. Zhou et al. [14] use recursive equations to model the buffer occupancy at peers under two chunk selection strategies, greedy and rarest first, and derive streaming continuity and start-up latency in the system. Massoulie et al. [12] propose a chunk dissemination heuristic for nodecapacitated P2P networks, based on an optimal packet forwarding algorithm in edge-capacitated networks, and prove that the heuristic works well in complete graphs. All the above work does not take inter-ISP traffic into consideration in their analytical models.
There have been a number of algorithm/protocol designs to induce traffic locality in P2P systems. P4P [6] is a general solution for cooperative traffic control in P2P applications. In P4P, an iTracker portal is introduced as interfaces for network providers to provide information of the underlying network to P2P solution providers, in order to achieve traffic optimization. Picconi et al. [7] propose an algorithm to construct two levels of overlays: a primary overlay is created preferentially among nearby peers and a secondary overlay connects peers randomly across the network. Magharei et al. [8] construct a localized overlay by explicitly controlling the number of external connections that peers in one ISP could establish with peers in other ISPs. They propose an inter-ISP scheduling algorithm for delivering streams to individual ISPs and an intra-ISP scheduling algorithm to ensure the delivery of streams to all internal peers in an ISP. They also analytically prove the feasibility of streaming over such a localized overlay with limited external connections.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper targets at in-depth investigation of the impact of locality-aware protocol design on the achievable streaming performance in a P2P live streaming system. Towards this objective, we carefully model the relationship between volumes of inter-ISP traffic and the streaming performance, in P2P streaming systems over multiple ISPs at different bandwidth levels. In particular, we derive analytical formulas to derive the minimum endto-end chunk dissemination delay in the system, as well as the amount of inter-ISP traffic needed to achieve this minimum delay. We also explore the best server capacity deployment strategies to achieve the best streaming performance, when minimum inter-ISP traffic is incurred. Our models and analyses provide useful insights on the design of efficient locality-aware P2P streaming protocols and effective server deployment strategies across multiple ISPs, which can achieve desired goals on inter-ISP traffic minimization or streaming performance optimization.
